CHS SLIM
Cash management system
VERSATILITY
Accept the payment and give the change
Withdrawals (for payments) and deposit
It makes the change of coins and bills
Compact device, sturdy and reliable
Easy to install
High quality frame and finishing
High level of internal components
Two or more devices for cash and coins management (basic or advanced configuration)
Desktop or recessed versions available
It allows many configurations adapting to any place
Fitted for the cash desk
Unique operating area for customers or for the cash operator
Its operating principles are related to the integration with a cash system (POS and/or ECR)
It is connectable with retail softwares developed in any operating systems
Connection through LAN TCP/IP (Ethernet)
Hygiene guaranteed avoiding contact with money
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CHARACTERISTICS
BILLS MODULE FEATURES
All denominations accepted (from € 5 to € 500)
Dimensions: 210 x 615 x 375 mm
Recycler capacity: 120 bills (2 per 60 bills each)
Cashbox capacity: 600 bills
Validation time: 2,3 bills per second
Output speed: 1,3 bills per second
COINS MODULE FEATURES
Accepts: 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 cents and 1 and 2 €
Dimensions: 210 x 550 x 375 mm
Exit time: 10 coins per second
Validation time: 4 coins per second
Maximum capacity: 2,500 coins, equivalent to 1,500 in 1,000 recycling in the drawer
Cashier fund preparation: 10 coins per second
SAFETY ADVANTAGES
It prevents thefts and robberies thanks to its fastening to the counter
Cash not available for the staff
All transactions are checked
Validity check for bills and coins both when collecting and when paying or giving changes
Security block
Locked and replaceable boxes
Filling alarm
Maximum quantity warning
Three internal security levels, managed with 3 different physical keys:
1st level: access for cleaning and unblocking (for all operators)
2nd level: security block for bills / coins boxes (for authorized operators)
3rd level: opening of the safety box containers (usually only for the business owner)
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